FastTIMES Editor-in-Chief Opening

EEGS has an immediate opening for the position of FastTIMES Editor-in-Chief. Our electronic newsmagazine for the near-surface geophysical sciences has been published quarterly since 1998 and receives over 14,000 downloads annually. It showcases novel uses of near-surface geophysics in a manner that is intended to be interesting to geophysicists as well as accessible to others who may be interested in using geophysics. Responsibilities of the Editor-in-Chief include choosing special topics for future issues with the FastTIMES team of associate editors, soliciting content for industry and foundation news, compiling lists of upcoming short courses, workshops, and conferences related to near-surface geophysics, proofing all content, formatting each issue using Adobe InDesign CS6 or Adobe InDesign CC, and working with the EEGS staff to publish each issue. An editor stipend is available. Please send a CV and cover letter detailing your interest in the position to staff@eegs.org.
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